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Army CECOM’s Aberdeen Proving Ground Selects QTEC’s Q-Star
Obsolescence Solution

Corona, CA – September 17, 2013 – QTEC Solutions Inc., a certified minority owned small
business enterprise and global provider of innovative software solutions for the control and
mitigation of the obsolescence issues, announced today that Army CECOM has selected the
company’s Q-Star Obsolescence Management solution for use in its Aberdeen, Maryland
location.
The U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM) provides The Critical Link to
enable our Armed Forces' ability to achieve dominance on the battlefield by contributing to a
globally-networked, agile and responsive Force. CECOM's support services drives Command,
Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR)
readiness worldwide and enables the network that links our Armed Forces and Allies, at all
echelons, to facilitate Joint Force communications and synchronization efforts. CECOM
provides hardware, software, and technical services and capabilities, including embedded field
support, to ensure the readiness and support of communications and electronic systems to meet
the warfighter's needs.
In addition to licensing Q-Star’s electronic component data, CECOM will also be accessing QStar’s class leading COTS database. CECOM will immediately begin using Q-Star to support its
obsolescence management monitoring activities and will access QTEC’s web based Q-Star
system directly from its Aberdeen, Maryland location.

About QTEC Solutions
QTEC Solutions is a minority owned business enterprise and global provider of innovative component obsolescence
and counterfeit solutions for manufacturers of long life products with significant electronic component content.
QTEC’s flagship product, Q-Star, provides a fully integrated, critical information solution that enables
manufacturers to predict, view and manage component life cycles by anticipating possible degradations and
disruptions to their supply continuity. With Q-STAR’s algorithm based life cycle predictions, collaboration
capability, and market leading data accuracy, you gain greater control and management insight for better planning,
decision-making and execution across every aspect of the obsolescence process. To learn more about our Q-Star
component obsolescence solution contact QTEC Solutions at (951) 270-5357 or sales@qtec.us. 355 E. Rincon
Street, Suite 219, Corona, CA 92879. www.qtec.us
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